LEARNING ABROAD CONFERENCE

SIXTH ANNUAL

MSU International Center
Friday, November 17, 2017
12:00PM - 6:00PM
WELCOME

Welcome to MSU’s sixth annual Learning Abroad Conference!

Our conference this year focuses on a central theme:

“Overcoming Challenges: Learning Abroad in a Time of Global Change.”

This year’s presenters will discuss how their education abroad experiences address issues related to this topic. MSU has a long-standing tradition of global student mobility. This conference is designed to allow students to share what they learned abroad with the MSU community, family, and friends. The conference features both students who are studying abroad at MSU and MSU students who have returned from various programs outside of the U.S.

We would like to sincerely thank the presenters for their willingness to share their experiences and expertise.

We would also like to thank all of the conference organizers, coaches, and moderators who have made this event possible:

Heather Brothers  
Department of History &  
Office for Education Abroad

Paul Brown  
Office of the Associate Provost for  
Undergraduate Education

Amber Cordell  
Office for International  
Students & Scholars

Nathan Gray  
Co-Instructor for Natural Science  
Education Abroad Programs

John Haupt  
Office for Education Abroad

Karen Kangas-Preston  
Department of Theatre

Jill Manske  
College of Education &  
Office for Education Abroad

Elizabeth Matthews  
Office for International  
Students & Scholars

Joy Meier  
Department of Writing, Rhetoric,  
and American Culture

Nicole Namy  
Office for International  
Students & Scholars

Joy Shantz  
Office for International  
Students & Scholars

Harilaos Sorovigas  
Department of Finance

Inge Steglitz  
Office for Education Abroad

Antoinette Tessmer  
Department of Finance

David Wong  
College of Education

Xiaoyu Yin  
Office for International  
Students & Scholars

Finally, a special thank you to:

Kyle Anderson Office for Education Abroad (Conference Publicity and Supervisor for Peer Advisers)  
Cheryl Bennen Office for Education Abroad (Conference Publicity)  
Joey Demaria Founder and President of Spartans Abroad Global Ambassadors (Conference Logistics Support)  
Jeff Grabill Associate Provost for Teaching, Learning, and Technology (Welcome Speaker)  
James Lucas Assistant Dean, Office for the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education  
Sherry Martinez-Bonilla Office for Education Abroad (Conference Logistics Support)  
Peer Advisers Office for Education Abroad (Conference Logistics Support)
CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

LEARNING ABROAD CONFERENCE

12:00 - 12:30PM  Registration (Lobby)
12:30 - 12:50PM  Welcome by Jeff Grabill (Room 303)
1:00 - 2:00PM    Student Presentations (Rooms 303, 305, 307)
2:00 - 3:00PM    Student Presentations (Rooms 303, 305, 307)
3:00 - 4:00PM    Student Presentations (Rooms 303, 305, 307)
4:00 - 5:00PM    Student Presentations (Rooms 303, 305, 307)
5:15 - 6:00PM    Closing Ceremony (Room 115)
“What Does it Matter?”
Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands
Selena Huapilla-Perez (USA)

4 countries. 3 weeks 2 learn from Europe’s classrooms. 1 future Global Educator. The presenter participated on her third study abroad program to Europe. Even teachers still have a lot to learn. With the United States’ recent political climate, we see how it can affect our classrooms and our students. For example, being told that ‘Americans’ speak a certain language and look a certain way. Through the acceptance and acknowledgement of the difference and diversity across Europe’s classrooms, Selena learned one important lesson: WHAT DOES IT MATTER? If the next generation of Americans looks differently, talks differently, worships differently? What does it matter if we have more difference and diversity in our classrooms and ultimately in our country? Selena was inspired by her immersion in schools taking in large numbers of Syrian refugees, and seeing how when you change the campus climate, you change the country’s climate too.

“Dare Greatly and Get in the Arena”
United States of America
Karn Supatrabutra (Thailand)

The presenter is a sophomore Hospitality Business major from Thailand. She will share her journey of how she survived being the only Asian in a small town in Kansas as a high school exchange student and how she learned the importance of living a life with no regrets as a Spartan leader in this diverse MSU arena.

“The Righteous Mind”
United States of America
Nicholas Tomic (Serbia)

This presenter is a Serbian international student who has lived in Australia, Serbia, South Africa, Taiwan and the United States. Through these experiences, he has learned a lot about how different groups communicate, show intent, and how it can damage discourse.

“Wo Hen Hao did I get here? The Trials and Triumphs of a Redheaded American Living in Asia”
Hong Kong, China
Gregory (Jack) Riley (USA)

Jack Riley is a senior finance major at MSU. As of today, he has been to 33 countries. His travels have included everything from being a Futures & Commodities Trading Intern for a summer in London, traveling alone to play golf at St. Andrews in Scotland, to meeting up with a group of solo travelers on a South African safari. Most recently he spent a semester studying abroad in Asia, at the City University of Hong Kong. Through all of his travels, he has learned that some of the best experiences cannot be found on Trip Advisor, but through the people that you meet. The relationships that he has formed with people from all over the world have made a profound impact on his life, and he is excited to share his experiences with you today.
“Self-Discovery”
United States of America
Faizan Shafique (Pakistan)

The presenter is a Fulbright student from Pakistan. He believes that the two years that he has spent at MSU have provided him with the opportunity to explore himself as a person for the first time in his life. Faizan’s presentation will consist of several personal anecdotes that will leave you laughing, pondering, and perhaps changing the way you look at the experience of learning abroad.

“Study Abroad Opens Doors: Balance Between Dreams and Reality”
United States of America
Zihan Li (China)

The presenter is an international student majoring in special education. Zihan is from Beijing, China and has studied abroad in the USA for almost 5 years. As an achieving international student in special education, she also has a “secret” dream for her career. Back in middle school, under her mom’s insistence, Zihan spent 5 months studying abroad in Vancouver, Canada. Later on, “reluctantly”, she attended a boarding international high school, which prepared students for universities in the USA. Having a dream of becoming a director in the social media industry, she felt terribly LOST. She even thought about dropping out of high school at one point. Zihan’s presentation will focus on her experience with study abroad on her educational path, and how her development at MSU helps her reach the balance between her dreams, career, and a steady job.

“Mnika’s Memoirs: Memories in the Motherland”
South Africa
Jasminka Newbern (USA)

Jasminka traveled to South Africa for a 6 week program in May of 2017. The focus of her trip was research and action, which gave her hands-on interactions with the citizens of South Africa, along with intense academic stimulation. Through her research and day-to-day activities she came to the conclusion that Africa and America were more alike than they were different. In her presentation she will discuss some similarities and differences between the two countries, reclaim Africa’s time, and show how it has impacted her undergraduate experience in a time of global change.

“How the Unexpected Led to My Future: My Study Abroad’s “Conversaciones Entre Culturas”
Spain
Anne Waldoch (USA)

Annie studied abroad in Valencia, Spain during the spring semester of 2016. She started solely focused on immersing herself in Spanish culture; however, unanticipated interactions with Erasmus students expanded her intercultural perspective. Annie’s presentation focuses on the vitality of her cross-culture exchanges in Valencia, and how they ultimately inspired her to pursue her future as a Peace Corps Volunteer.
“Overcoming Challenges in a Time of Global Change”
Greece
Hayley Roukin (USA)

After studying abroad for 6 weeks in Greece and working with refugees while she was there, Hayley began to view the world differently. Not only did she have a new appreciation for humanity, but she saw the positive impact that can occur when a country comes together. Throughout her presentation, Hayley will discuss her experience working with refugees and how it shaped her future career and who she is today.

“One Step to Know the World”
United States of America
Roberto Xu (Italy)

The presenter is an international undergraduate student from Italy majoring in Advertising. He was born and grew up in Italy. Being an international student for his entire life, he still has some challenges regarding new environments and culture. In his presentation, he will share his personal stories about stepping out of his comfort zone to make friends with other international and domestic students.

“Walking a Mile in Someone Else’s Shoes”
United States of America
Vitor Silveira Pajaro (Brazil)

The presenter is a Brazilian junior student majoring in finance and economics. He will be sharing some of his experiences as an international student studying in the U.S and how they have contributed to his development of a sense of empathy for others.
“View From the Dead Country: Republic of China”
United States of America
Yenchi Wang (Taiwan)

The presenter is from Taiwan and has studied business in the USA. During his time in the USA, he met people from mainland China and understood the cultural and political differences between Taiwan and China. The presentation will go over the stereotypes that Taiwanese society has to mainland China and also the stereotypes that Chinese society has to Taiwan.

“One Single Story”
United States of America
Zhishan (Amanda) Li (China)

The presenter journeyed to U.S. to study abroad. The experience was designed to talk about how people should realize the stereotype and the negative effect about seeing things in “one single story, but incomplete” perspective. Also, she will talk about her experience of stereotypes and the phenomenon about how people reflect “one single story.”

“Enkosi”
South Africa
Jessica Gonzalez (USA)

The presenter participated in a semester long internship program with James Madison College at the South African Environment and Education Project in South Africa. While learning about the legacy of Apartheid in contemporary South Africa, she comparatively examined institutions and systems preventing Black South Africans from obtaining a higher education. Jessica’s presentation will focus on her experience with Chwaita which further solidified her passion to return home and affect the outcomes of Latinx children pursuing a higher education in the Rio Grande Valley Texas.

Spain
Peyton Del Toro (USA)

Presenter Peyton Del Toro studied Spanish in Spain at the Universidad Internacional Menendez Pelayo for one month during the Summer of 2017. Her experience opened her eyes to the complexities of how language and location impact public and self-perception of identity. Peyton will be focusing on how her study abroad experience impacted her view of linguistic discrimination and her family history upon her return.
“Varðveisla and other Icelandic Lessons”
Iceland
Alyssa Maturen (USA)

Alyssa Maturen completed her second Study Abroad at MSU during her participation on a three-week program that traveled throughout Iceland. Varðveisla, which is the Icelandic word for preservation, seemed to be the epitome of Icelandic thought. Although Alyssa’s program focused on the rich natural science of the island and how to preserve it, she also developed greater awareness and appreciation of the social and political aspects of the country through interactions with local Icelanders. Iceland is a world leader in environmental protection, but it also prides itself in leading worldwide discussions in women’s and LGBTQ rights. Through her presentation, Alyssa will discuss the many ways that Iceland is putting Varðveisla into practice and how we can foster these mindsets in America.

“A Barrier that Helped Me Look Within”
United States of America
Fransisca Chidinma Anozie (Nigeria)

The presenter discusses her travel experience of navigating the customs process while traveling from her home country: Nigeria to the United States during the Spring of 2017. Fransisca takes her listeners through her journey of overcoming a victim mindset by refusing to accept negative stereotypes, thus allowing her to heal and walk in her true identity.

“From Colombia to the U.S.”
United States of America
Valeria Obando (Colombia)

The presenter, as an international student from Colombia, exposes the transition from a warm but complicated culture into the American culture she now lives in. Valeria’s presentation will focus on how her Colombian normality differs from her new American normality.

“Tanzania: Where Things are Crazy and Cool Like Banana!”
Tanzania
Noushin Mahmood (USA)

The presenter participated in a month-long service learning study abroad in Tanzania. She learned about Tanzanian language, culture and society and worked in computer clubs in elementary and high schools. Noushin’s presentation will focus on her experience with the people, food, culture, group dynamics, and her work in Tanzania.
“Being on the Outside”  
Ireland  
Jillian Howland (USA)

The presenter studied abroad in Dublin, Ireland for eight weeks, studying the role of water channel proteins in barley. While this helped her academically and professionally, traveling abroad gave her a view of what it is like to be an outsider to the European Union. She brings her experiences back to Michigan State to help others understand not only how other countries see outsiders, but also how we see outsiders.

“The Night is Not for Sleeping: Overcoming Anxiety in Argentina”  
Argentina  
Casey Copp (USA)

Casey spent three months in the Internships in Argentina program in Buenos Aires. After spending years trying to overcome social anxiety, a three month stay away from home was the ultimate test to overcome his struggle. Through an immersion into the Argentine lifestyle and emotionally impactful moments abroad, Casey began to believe that his anxiety was truly suppressed.

“Emotion Management”  
United States of America  
Hao (Francis) Wang (China)

The presenter is an international student at MSU. During this one year, he has found the shortages of managing emotion in the past. A bad midterm grade in microeconomics made him feel low and discouraged, and he did not have the right cognition about this kind of negative emotion. Hao’s presentation will focus on his experience during freshman year: how to handle negative emotion, and how to increase positive emotion.

“Home Is Where the Heart Is”  
United States of America  
Veronica Sanchez (Venezuela)

Veronica is an international student from Venezuela who came to MSU to study during the worst crisis her country has ever suffered. Her experiences in college have helped her grow and appreciate things in a different way after all. This presentation will focus on all of the situations, circumstances, changes and adaptations she has gone through as an MSU international student from Venezuela during this challenging time.
“A Med Student Travels to Asia: More Than Just Medicine”
South Korea, Japan
Conrad Bajor (USA)

Over the past two years, the presenter traveled to both Japan and South Korea to study the two nations’ healthcare systems as well as their cultures. Extending his stay in the region, the presenter also traveled to Hong Kong, Macau, and Singapore. Although most of these countries are in many ways westernized, they are yet vastly different to us. Throughout his journeys, the presenter personally witnessed unique and unfamiliar intersections of health and culture. However, as the presenter attempted to unravel this knot, he began to see the interconnecting roots of human culture, interaction, and humanity itself.

“Waiting for a Turn to Speak is the New Listening: Why Discrimination Persists and How to Conquer It”
South Africa
Thalia Manuelidis (USA)

The presenter spent a semester working at an NGO in Cape Town, South Africa through MSU’s Internship Abroad Program. Thalia will focus on racial injustice in post-Apartheid, South Africa. She hopes to open the doors to having racial discussions in the U.S. to improve socially and morally—as individuals, academics, and a species.

“Abrupt Departure”
Nigeria
Talitha Pam (Nigeria)

The researcher spent 10 weeks in her home country of Nigeria. During that time, she collected data for her thesis in a village located in the northeastern part of the country. Her presentation discusses the security concerns she encountered that led to her abrupt departure. She discusses lessons learnt that are valuable for other Spartans who want to go abroad in this time of global security challenges.

“Getting the Best of Both Worlds”
United States of America
Smriti Wadhwa (India)

Smriti Wadhwa is a Global Spartan Leader. She was born in India, then she moved to U.S. and lived her first six years here. After, she moved back to India with her family and did her schooling there, and now she is here in MSU to pursue her undergraduate studies in Computer Science. Today, she is here to tell you about her story of ‘Getting the best of both worlds’.
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS
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“Whānau in New Zealand”
New Zealand
Emma Brann (USA)

The speaker participated in a two-week Freshman Seminar Abroad program in New Zealand where she explored everything from rainforests to cities nearly as large as Phoenix, Arizona. On this journey, Emma formed bonds with her classmates, as well as locals and even the country itself. Emma’s presentation will focus on how her learning abroad experience opened her eyes to the way community is viewed in New Zealand.

“The Stranger in a Strange Land”
United States of America
Sarvet Jehan (Pakistan)

The presenter came from Pakistan to Michigan State University for the period of six months to learn new developments in soil science and microbiology. The strange land of the USA offered a lot more than just study; it let the presenter reflect on the cultural differences between Pakistan and USA. This presentation will reflect challenges the stranger face at the start and how these challenges became helpful in learning new things at MSU.

“Survival of Theatre”
United Kingdom
Heather Brown (USA)

Heather Brown went on a five week journey in the United Kingdom, as part of the Study Abroad in London program through the Department of Theatre. Based on her theatrical experiences and explorations in London, she will present on the differences of theatrical practices and cultural support between the UK and the U.S.

“Debut in Dublin: How to Create an Individualized Study Abroad Experience”
Ireland
Marissa Casano (USA)

Many times within the process of planning a study abroad experience, a student’s individual goals or expectations for the program become lost or non-existent. This presentation will discuss the potential of making a study abroad experience cater to the individual education of each student. The presenter will discuss opportunities for research, program flexibility, career advancement, and goal-setting while completing a study abroad program. Marissa will address how personalizing her program to Dublin, Ireland during the summer of 2017 allowed for an experience with positive, unexpected outcomes.
“Kiwi Conversations”  
New Zealand  
Rachel Powell (USA)

Diving straight into her college education the summer before freshman year, the presenter traveled to New Zealand for a Freshman Seminar Abroad focusing on sustainability, the New Zealand economy and the culture of the Maori people. Through her conversations with the locals, Rachel grew to have a deeper understanding of the Maori and a strong appreciation for their blatant sharing of their opinions, no matter how contentious they may be. Her presentation will be reflective of her experiences and how the importance of honest conversation is necessary in every corner of the world.

“Uncovering Identity”  
Tanzania  
Alondra Alvizo (USA)

Alondra Alvizo is a senior at Michigan State University majoring in Agribusiness Management with a minor in Leadership and Integrated Learning where she represents the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources on a statewide level with prospective students, alumni, and donors as a Justin Smith Morrill Leadership Fellow. This past October, she proudly entered her third year of service with the Michigan 4-H Board of Trustees where she serves on the finance and programming committees. Alondra also serves as the Multicultural Greek Council Representative for the Epsilon Pi Chapter of Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. Alondra values the impact that studying abroad can have on individualistic identities and plans to engage in another opportunity in the foreseeable future.

“Global Conflicts, Discussion Abroad”  
Japan, Australia  
Lingzi Wei (China)

The presenter participated in a three-week program to explore Japanese culture and education and studied a semester in Australia. Her journey encouraged her to discuss politics and histories with people from various backgrounds when she had discussions of a Japanese history event with her peers.

“Stepping Outside My Comfort Zone: My Study Abroad to South Korea”  
South Korea, Mexico  
Vraj Tripathi (USA)

The presenter traveled to both Mexico and Korea on separate occasions with the Institute of International Health at Michigan State University to learn about the healthcare systems and culture of each country. His experiences led to him pursuing an internship with the Institute of International Health as well as solidified his goal of wanting to become a physician in the future and travel to other underserved countries to better global health outcomes for those in need. Vraj’s presentation will focus on his most recent trip to South Korea and how he overcame stereotypes and adapted to an unfamiliar environment, all while the political climate surrounding him was in a tense state.


“**A Different World**”  
Costa Rica, Mexico  
Lamont Davis (USA)

The presenter is in his fourth year at Michigan State as a first generation college student. He never imagined the possibility of going abroad while in college. This presenter, over the Winter break of 2016-2017, spent 23 days in Costa Rica for Environment Studies. He was placed out of his comfort zone in a developmental moment in his career. Previously, he was dealing with the difficulties of stress and anxiety as a African American student on campus. This presentation will address mental health and how studying abroad led him to uncovering his purpose and a new self fulfilled journey.

“**Mandy’s Story**”  
United States of America  
Project Explore: Shuning Liu, Xutong Li, Qinyi (Summer) Chen, Zhishan (Amanda) Li, Chengxi (Eric) Xie and Yuyao Shen (China)

Project Explore is a group within the Office of International Students and Scholars with the purpose of having a group of students who could advise OISS about Chinese undergraduate student experiences and to recommend services and programs to help improve students’ lives at MSU. Project Explore will lead us into a journey to talk about how Pre-Departure and Chinese communities changed over time, what PE did, and what the university should do for those changes.

“**Intercultural Dialogue at…..a Euchre Game?**”  
United States of America  
Talha Muhammad Imam Uddin (Pakistan)

The presentation is about his experience when he first arrived here and how he changed from being shy and an introvert to an energetic, talkative extrovert. He will be mentioning incidents that occurred that changed him. He will also talk about certain stereotypes people have of the people from his culture (Pakistan). To conclude, he will talk about the things an international student should watch out for when going abroad to study.
“Beyond Visuals: Understanding Culture Through Language”
Thailand
Pa Vang (USA)

Pa Vang majored in Anthropology and minored in graphic design, entrepreneurship, and innovation. During this past summer, 2017, she participated in an ethnographic field school abroad for one week in Myanmar and three months in Chiang Mai, Thailand. Her research focused on the relationship between Hmong shamans and their qhua neeb (spirits). She served as 1 of 3 student translators, translating between Hmong and English. Through her experience, she struggled as a translator because of the use of Thai and a different dialect, which she did not speak. This lead her to further her studies by taking the initiative to practice speaking Thai through her host family, selling fruits at a resort, and studying one hour a day. In doing so, she not only became a better translator, but learned the importance of language in a cultural context and communication.

“Mapping Myself”
United States of America
Angelica Vargas (Mexico)

The presenter is an international student born in Chile and raised in Mexico and Brazil. She is currently a sophomore majoring in Supply Chain Management. Angelica’s presentation will focus on how her experiences living in four different countries shaped the person she has become. She considers herself lucky to have explored various cultures throughout these years and plans on continuing to do so in the future.

“Inspired Journey”
United States of America
Muhammad Awais Farooq (Pakistan)

The presenter has come from Pakistan to USA on the scholarship from the higher education commission of Pakistan. The objective was to study the novel techniques in Plant sciences and to know the cultural differences between the people around the world. He found a quite different environment in the USA based on western civilization, which was different from the culture in Pakistan that is based on Islamic values. He will address his experiences as a foreigner in the USA and the cultural barriers that one has to cross to amalgamate in western society.

“Find My Own Identity: Spread Your Own Culture”
United States of America
Taerim Kim (South Korea)

The presenter is from South Korea, studying business (Supply Chain Management) here at Eli Broad College of Business at MSU. During her high school years, she had an opportunity to study in California for a year as an exchange student. This experience increased her cultural awareness based upon interaction with diverse people and she introduced Korean Culture. Here at MSU, she still expresses and introduces her culture as an Event Coordinator for MSU’s Korean Student Association and as an TA for the Taekwondo class, Korean Martial Arts (KIN102K). Based on these experiences, now she is one of 12 international students in the 2017-2018 Global Spartan Leader Program to share culture and experiences to MSU and the greater Lansing community. She will talk about how these experiences helped her become friends with domestic and international students and grow up as a global leader.
“There’s No Time! Differences Between Program Design and What Really Happened”
Spain
Karenanna Creps (USA)

Karenanna Creps is an advanced doctoral student in the MSU College of Education’s Department of Curriculum, Instruction, and Teacher Education. Karenanna has led education abroad programs in Ireland, England, Spain, France, and Germany. Her most recent program was an MSU Freshman Seminar Abroad in Spain during the summer of 2017. Karenanna’s presentation will focus on the differences between planning a program and adapting to what actually happens on the ground.

“Nation-Centered Planning”
Finland
Becky Van Etten (USA)

Becky completed a two-week Study Abroad in Finland for Social Work Policy and International Social Work. During her time in Helsinki, Tampere, and Tampere University of Applied Sciences, Becky connected with Non-Governmental Agencies, Social Work students, and the Finnish Parliament. Her experiences have given her a greater understanding of the issues facing both Finnish and American policies. She also hopes to engage American communities in advocacy efforts based on her learning experiences abroad.

“Medical Rotation in Malawi”
Malawi
Fatima Younus (USA)

The presenter spent five weeks doing a medical rotation abroad at Queens Hospital in Blantyre, Malawi. She will discuss the difficulties with language and cultural barriers when learning abroad, especially in the context of patient/doctor relationships.
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<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel 4: 2:00pm - 3:00pm</strong></td>
<td><strong>Room 303</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zihan Li</strong></td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel 2: 1:00pm - 2:00pm</strong></td>
<td><strong>Room 305</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT PRESENTERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY LAST NAME</td>
<td>TIME OF PRESENTATION</td>
<td>LOCATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Noushin Mahmood  
Senior | Media and Information | Panel 5: 2:00pm - 3:00pm | Room 305 |
| Thalia Manuelidis  
Senior | Anthropology | Panel 7: 3:00pm - 4:00pm | Room 303 |
| Alyssa Maturen  
Junior | Zoology, Psychology | Panel 5: 2:00pm - 3:00pm | Room 305 |
| Talha Muhammad Imam Uddin  
Sophomore | Chemical Engineering | Panel 10: 4:00pm - 5:00pm | Room 303 |
| Jasmnika Newbern  
Junior | Communications | Panel 2: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 305 |
| Valeria Obando  
Junior | Experience Architecture | Panel 5: 2:00pm - 3:00pm | Room 305 |
| Vitor Silveira Pajaro  
Junior | Finance, Economics | Panel 3: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 307 |
| Talitha Pam  
Graduate Student | Community Sustainability | Panel 7: 3:00pm - 4:00pm | Room 303 |
| Rachel Powell  
Freshman | Hospitality Business, Environmental and Sustainable Studies | Panel 9: 3:00pm - 4:00pm | Room 307 |
| Project Explore  
Shuning Liu, Xutong Li, Qinyi (Summer) Chen, Zhishan (Amanda) Li, Chengxi (Eric) Xie, Yuyao Shen | Panel 10: 4:00pm - 5:00pm | Room 303 |
| Gregory (Jack) Riley  
Senior | Finance | Panel 1: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 303 |
| Hayley Roukin  
Senior | Communications, Psychology | Panel 3: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 307 |
| Veronica Sanchez  
Senior | Applied Engineering Sciences | Panel 6: 2:00pm - 3:00pm | Room 307 |
| Faizan Shafique  
Graduate Student | Construction Management | Panel 2: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 305 |
| Karn Supatrabutra  
Sophomore | Hospitality Business | Panel 1: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 303 |
| Nicholas Tomic  
Junior | Accounting, Mathematics | Panel 1: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 303 |
| Vraj Tripathi  
Senior | Cognitive Neuroscience | Panel 9: 3:00pm - 4:00pm | Room 307 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT PRESENTERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY LAST NAME</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Becky Van Etten**  
Graduate Student | Social Work | Panel 12: 4:00pm - 5:00pm | Room 307 |
| **Pa Vang**  
Alumnus | Anthropology | Panel 11: 4:00pm - 5:00pm | Room 305 |
| **Angelica Vargas**  
Sophomore | Supply Chain Management | Panel 11: 4:00pm - 5:00pm | Room 305 |
| **Smriti Wadhwa**  
Sophomore | Computer Science | Panel 7: 3:00pm - 4:00pm | Room 303 |
| **Anne Waldoch**  
Senior | Human Development & Family Studies | Panel 2: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 305 |
| **Hao (Francis) Wang**  
Sophomore | Business | Panel 6: 2:00pm - 3:00pm | Room 307 |
| **Yenchl Wang**  
Junior | Finance | Panel 4: 2:00pm - 3:00pm | Room 303 |
| **Lingzi Wei**  
Senior | Supply Chain Management | Panel 9: 3:00pm - 4:00pm | Room 307 |
| **Roberto Xu**  
Sophomore | Advertising | Panel 3: 1:00pm - 2:00pm | Room 307 |
| **Fatima Younus**  
Graduate Student | Osteopathic Medicine | Panel 12: 4:00pm - 5:00pm | Room 307 |
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